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ABSTRACT
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) data f r o m 200°C/2h-aged uranium-6.5 wt %
niobium (U-6.5Nb) alloys, taken under stress as a function of strain,
revealed a gamma-zero (To)+ alpha prime-prime ( u " ) thermoelastic martensitic phase transformation. It was concluded that the primary reversible
deformation modes consisted of the movement of YO/u" interphase interfaces and u" intervariant interfaces.
Specimen elasticity at low
strains was associated with the retreat of interphase interfaces.
At
higher strains, interphase interfaces did not recover significantly on
unloading, and elasticity was due primarily to the retreat of un
intervariant interfaces.
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SUMMARY
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) data f r o m 200°C/2h-aged uranium-6.5 wt %
niobium (U-6.5Nb) alloys, taken under stress as a function of strain,
revealed a gamma-zero (Yo)+ alpha prime-prime (u") thermoelastic martensitic phase transformation. The volume change accompanying the transformation increased f r o m 1.29% a t 0% strain t o 6.8% at 3.75% strain. It
was concluded that the primary reversible deformation modes consisted of
the movement of Yo/u" interphase interfaces and u" intervariant interfaces with a s m a l l contribution f r o m a highly elastic, anisotropic
lattice component.
Specimen elasticity at low strains was associated
A t higher strains, interwith the retreat of interphase interfaces.
phase interfaces did not recover to a large extent, and elasticity was
The comassociated with the retreat of u s intervariant interfaces.
bination of the highly elastic lattice component with the retreat of
interfaces may be responsible f o r the anelastic unloading response.

5

INTRODUCTION

I

.

Increasing demands for greater dimensional stability in parts
fabricated f r o m uranium-6.0 wt % niobium (U-6.ONb) have provided the
impetus f o r studies of the causes of the unusual mechanical properties
exhibited by this alloy.
Recent studies have shown that the accommodation of large reversible strains, as well as the apparent low yield
strength in water-quenched U-G.ONb, was due to the movement of intervariant interfaces under stress.
Because of the shape memory effect
(SME), much of the reversible strain can be recovered by heating to temperatures just above room temperature. Thus, deformed material could be
dimensionally unstable during fabrication.
For some applications, the material is used in the water-quenched
and aged condition (2OO0C/2 h). The possibility existed that a stressinduced phase transformation involving a stabilized gamma-zero (9)
phase could occur. An X-ray diffraction (XRD) study was initiated at
the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant* to determine if such a transformation existed
and, if so, to characterize it. A U-6.5Nb alloy was prepared whereby
at room temperature it would contain both alpha prime-prime (a") and
7 O phases.
This alloy was chosen because a greater amount of the To
phase could be induced in it by aging than in the U-6.ONb alloy, thereby
facilitating the study of the transformation.
Although all the work
will be presented here, portions of this study have been published
previously.

'

*Operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., f o r the U.S.
Department of Energy.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDY OF REVERSIBLE DEFORMATION
MECHANISMS I N THE AGED URANIUM-6.5 NIOBIUM ALLOY

LITERATURE SURVEY
The alpha prime-prime (a") and gamma-zero (Yo) metastable phases
f o r m when uranium-niobium alloys near the monotectoid composition are
quenched f r o m temperatures in the gamma-phase region. At room temperature, the a" phase was stable over the approximate range of 5.2 to
6.5 wt % niobium, while the To phase was stable over the approximate
Both phases coexisted in the
range of 6.9 to 7.8 wt % niobium.'*'
intermediate range. Dilatometry studies indicated that the formation of
the 01" phase was preceeded by the 7 O phase. From that data, it was
speculated that the 7 O - t o a"-phase transformation was thermoelastic
martensitic.

'

Thermoelastic martensitic transformations can be induced by both
temperature and stress.
A s the temperature is decreased below the
thermodynamic equilibrium temperature f o r transformation (To), the freeenergy difference (AG) between the parent phase and the martensite phase
increases, which tends to drive the transformation forward. Since the
formation of martensite involves a discrete change in corresponding lattice distances of the parent phase, a back stress is generated which
tends to oppose the forward transformation.
In polycrystalline
materials, additional sources of back stress arise from grain boundaries
and lattice defects. This back stress can be overcome to some extent by
further reducing the temperature and thereby increasing AG. Another way
to overcome the back stress is by mechanically deforming the sample.
Stress-induced martensite ( S I M ) then f o r m s in such a way as to accommodate the increasing strain.
Twin variants of SIM, in which the
resolved shear stress on the habit plane and in the shear direction is a
maximum, are formed. This gives rise to a highly textured martensite.
Previous studies of the single crystals of alloys which transformed
to thermoelastic martensites have shown that the transformation proceeded via a moving interface between parent and martensite. * - l o The
interfaces were apparently highly elastic.
With Cu-Al-Ni alloys at
temperatures well above the austenite-start temperature (As), the transformation induced under stress was completely reversible on unloading. *
The stress-strain curves contained an initial elastic region, due to
the need to reach a critical stress value f o r transformaton, followed
by an easy-flow region corresponding to both forward and reverse
transformations.
The "superelasticity" exhibited by these alloys was
apparently due to the elasticity of the interphase interfaces.
On the
other hand, when the temperature of deformation was reduced to just
above the martensite-start temperature (M,), very little superelasticity
occurred on unloading. However, on heating the unloaded sample above
A,, the strain was recovered. This shape memory effect (SME) occurred
because the S I M variants transformed to parent grains with the same
crystallographic orientations as those which existed before the deformation.
Because of that transformation, the strain accommodation
afforded by the oriented S I M variants vanished and the specimen returned
to its original shape.

I

..
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Aging the ua uranium-niobium alloys near the monotectoid composition
at temperatures near the Ms temperature altered the transformation
Studies have shown that as a
behavior and stabilized the 7O
result of aging f o r short times below 3OO0C, the alloys maintained good
corrosion resistance while the yield strength and ductility increased.
Aging for longer periods of time increased the yield strength but
decreased the ductility. The stress-strain curve of the aged alloy was
similar in shape to that of the water-quenched alloy, but shifted to
higher stress levels."
Both curves were characterized by a double plateau; the first plateau corresponding to reversible modes and the second
to irreversible modes.
When the urrphase was aged at temperatures high in the 7 O region o r
in the gamma region, rapid isothermal changes occurred." Aging of U-6Nb
alloy initially converted the ut' phase to the 7 O phase. Continued aging
raised the Ms temperature and converted the 7O phase to an isothermal
ul' phase--apparently by diffusion and subsequent segregation of niobium.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Ingots containing nominal 6.5 wt % niobium were prepared by a vacuum
arc-melting procedure and then hot cross-rolled into 9.4-mm-thick plate.
Flat tensile specimens with a gage thickness of 0.635 mm were cut f r o m
the center of the plate after it had been solution heat-treated f o r
7200 s at 1075 K, aged at 475 K f o r 14 ks, then water-quenched. Samples
1 and 2, prepared in this manner, contained a l m o s t all 7 O with a detectSample 3, containing almost equal proportions of
able amount of u".
the two phases, was prepared by resolutioning a machined, water-quenched
specimen, followed by water quenching and aging as above. Prior to XRD
analysis, each sample was electropolished in a solution of phosphoric
acid and chromic oxide. Approximately 100 to 150 pm were removed f r o m
both sides of the specimens in two separate steps. Chemical analyses of
samples cut f r o m the centers of the gage lengths yielded 6.55, 6.50, and
6.47 wt % niobium f o r Samples 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Each sample
contained

traces

of

iron

and

silicon

in

addition

to

approximately

125 ppm carbon.

The specimens were positioned in a specially designed tensile jig
A
that was mounted on an automated horizontal X-ray diffractometer."
hand-cranked screw mechanism mounted on the jig was used to load the
specimens in tension.
The stress axis was parallel to the horizontal
plane and perpendicular to the diffraction vector. An extensometer was
used to determine strain by measuring the change in distance between the
two scribe marks placed 1 in. apart about the center of the gage length.
A nickel-powder standard, calibrated against the National Bureau of
Standards SRM 640 silicon standard, was used as a 20 standard. The
X-ray data were collected using copper Ku radiation and a diffractedbeam graphite monochromator with standard counting electronics. The XRD
patterns were measured in the unstressed condition and at s m a l l strain
increments while the samples were under stress until fracture.
Occasionally, at intermediate strain levels, patterns were measured
after the specimens were unloaded, and then again while they were
incrementally reloaded.

a
Samples 1 and 2 were step-scanned in increments of 0.02' in 20 and a
4-s counting time. Because of the complexity of the diffraction pattern,
an automated, segmented step-scan procedure was used f o r Sample 3. In
an effort to obtain good counting statistics, broad, weak peaks and
highly overlapped peak groupings were step-scanned using relatively long
counting times compared with regions of the pattern containing stronger
and sharper peaks. Regions containing no peaks were skipped. Counting
times and scan segments were selected by the operator before the first
scan and stored in a file t o be recalled f o r each successive increment.
Peak profiles were fit with the squared Lorentzian function on a PDP
11/70 computer using the Marquardt algorithm in an interactive mode. l 6
Lattice parameters were calculated using a least-squares routine.

''

The ut' volume fraction ( v u " ) was calculated using the direct
comparison method with calculated intensities as standards and using a
combination of peaks whose average I/R value (where I is the experimental intensity and R is the calculated intensity'*) for each phase
changed very little with changes in preferred orientation.
These
peaks were chosen by studying the strain response of the XRD patterns of
single-phase ut' and 'Yo alloys.'P2'
The peaks used in the analysis are
given in Table 1.
Table 1. Miller indices of
peaks used in the quantitative phase analysis
of a U-6.5Nb alloy.
a'' phase

'Yo phase

020
110
110
111
111
131

111
131
022

RESULTS
Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the XRD patterns of Samples 1, 2, and 3 in
the as-received, maximum-strain, and final-unloaded conditions. Notice
that Samples 1 and 2 contained large amounts of the 'Yo phase in the asreceived condition while Sample 3 contained almost a 1:l ratio of a'' to
To.
The 'Yo phase transformed to the u" phase when each sample was
deformed in tension.
Sample 1 was loaded to 1.8% strain, where the transformation to ut'
was only about 50% complete, and then unloaded. The sample strain was
reduced t o 0.3% after unloading, and the structure reverted back almost
completely to To.
The interphase interfaces were apparently highly
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Fig. 1. The XRD patterns of aged U-6.55Nb
(Sample 1) in the as-received, deformed, and
unloaded conditions.
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Fig. 3. The XRD patterns of U-6.47Nb
(Sample-3) in the as-received, deformed, and
unloaded conditions.

elastic in this case.
Sample 2 was loaded to 4% strain where only a
highly textured an XRD pattern was recorded; no To phase was detected.
The a'' texture was similar to that found in single-phase a" alloys
deformed in tension' and represented the formation of favorably oriented
a'' variants. When Sample 2 was unloaded, the strain was reduced to 1.2%;
however, the pattern consisted of essentially all a"--very little To was
observed. In addition, the a'' was only weakly textured.
Attempts to make quantitative XRD measurements of the phase content,
texture, and lattice parameters were hampered by broad, extensively
overlapped peaks. These problems were alleviated t o a large extent by the
use of the segmented step-scan procedure. The technique was used with
Sample 3 and gave reasonably good measurements of the peak parameters of
both phases. Quantitative measurements of the volume fraction of the a''
phase f r o m the data f r o m Sample 3 are shown in Figs 4 & 5. Shown also are
changes in the average I/R values f o r the XRD peaks used in the vaff
calculation and taken f r o m single-phase an and Yo alloys. The fact that
these average I/R values do not change with strain was a good indication
that texture had little effect upon the va1l calculations.
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The first 0.5% strain apparently corresponded to the stress required
f o r transformation t o begin since no change in vu" occurred. After 0.5%
strain, an approximately linear transformation region was observed up
to about 1.5% strain, followed by a gradual decrease in slope t o an
asymptotic vall value of about 0.93.
The effects of midtest unloading on the v,rl
are shown by the
unloaded values marked by the asterisks. The figure an be interpreted
in the following way.
The first loading cycle, represented by the
closed circles, extended to 0.75% strain and then the sample was
unloaded. The unloaded value was the first point of the second loading
cycle, represented by the open circles, at about 0.4% strain. The other
unloaded points can be interpreted in a similar manner.
The strain
regions associated with the five strain cycles are given in Table 2.
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Table 2. Strain Regions associated with
loading cycles for Sample 3
Cycle

S t r a i n r e g i o n (%)

1
2
3
4
5

0 - 0.75
0.34 - 1.50
0.70 - 2.25
1.26 - 3.00
1.56 - 3.75
1.83 ( f i n a l unloaded s t r a i n )

The texture of the a'' phase was separated f r o m the effects of
increasing vull by using the following expression:

where,
p(hk1)
I(hk1)
R (hkl)

=
=

=

[I/R]ave =

texture factor f o r the (hkl) reflection,
intensity of the (hkl) reflection,
LPand temperature-corrected,
squared structure
factor,
average I/R value f o r all a'' reflections used in
the vu'' calculations.

The results-of the calculation are given in Fig. 6, where p(hk1) f o r
the a" phase (110) and (110) reflections are shown as a function of
strain f o r Sample 3. Unloaded values are again indicated by asterisks.
The increasing intensity of the (i10) reflection and the decreasing
intensity of the (110) reflection with increasing strain was similar to
the pattern observed in the single-phase u" alloys subjected to
increasing tensile deformation.

1. O K

0

A 3

1

3

2

0 After Fracture

4

Strain (%I

Fig. 6 . The texture functions p(l10)
and p(110) as a function of strain for a
U-6.47Nb alloy (Sample 3).
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The changes in vu" represented the movement of interphase interfaces
in the transformation f r o m To to a " .
The formation of favored ut'
variants, as well as the texturing (movement of intervariant interfaces)
of preexisting a", was indicated by the intensity changes occurring in
the u" XRD pattern with increasing strain. It was of interest to examine the behavior of vult and p(ilO), as well as the lattice parameters
of the two phases during each of the five strain cycles. Figure 7 shows
a series of bar graphs depicting the changes in these parameters and
comparing them with the corresponding changes in sample strain.
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phase angle.
(e) Tophase $angle.
(f)

Tophare monoclinic b parameter.

parameters during the five

During the first cycle, the change in valf was s m a l l and thus little
movement of interphase interfaces occurred. This corresponded to the
attainment of the critical stress f o r transformation and to the initial
quasi-elastic region of the stress-strain curve. Apparently, there was
movement of intervariant interfaces in the preexisting urr phase (and
presumably the preexisting Yo phase) since significant intensity changes
occurred, as indicated by the changes in p ( i l 0 ) .
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The large changes which occurred in valf during cycles 2 and 3
corresponded to the easy-flow region of the stress-strain curve caused
by the movement of interphase interfaces. Notice that p ( i l 0 ) also
increased by a large amount during the second and third cycles. Much
of the increase in p ( i l 0 ) probably corresponded to the formation of the
new oriented a" phase as a result of interphase interface movement;
although, in the XRD data, it was not possible to distinguish between
this process and texturing due to movement of the intervariant interfaces in the preexisting a". The fact that only one easy-flow region has
been observed in the stress-strain curves of the aged alloys indicates
that these two interface-moving processes are energetically similar.
One significant difference between the movement of interphase
interfaces and intervariant interfaces can be seen in the extent of
recovery of p ( i l 0 ) and vu" on unloading during the second and third
cycles.
After significant transformation had occurred, the interphase
interfaces showed little recovery compared with that of the intervariant interfaces (presumably associated with both new and old a " ) .
This was consistent with the observations of Sample 2 (Fig. 2) discussed
previously.
The loading and recovery strains associated with cycles 4 and 5 were
larger than the other cycles.
Yet, the interphase interface movement
was relatively s m a l l while the intervariant interface movement was
large. This was a consequence of the low recovery of interphase interfaces during the previous cycle compared with the recovery of the intervariant interfaces. The data show that after the phase transformation
was essentially complete, strain accommodation was associated primarily
with the movement of highly elastic intervariant interfaces.
The lattice parameters of the two phases are given in Figs. 8, 9,
and 10.
The tetragonal lattice parameters were converted to the
corresponding monoclinic parameters using the lattice correspondence
between the a-like and 7-like lattices. ' p z 1
There were discrete dif- parameters of the two phases. These
ferences between the 2, b, and ?
differences were maintained over the entire transformation-strain
region.
In addition, the 9 angle of the two phases (Fig. 9), as well
as the 70-b parameter (fig. lo), displayed unusual behavior during
All three parameters decreased sharply with
the transformation.
increasing strain, but then they showed extensive superelastic behavior
In the case of 9, this behavior was also observed in
on unloading.
studies of water-quenched material containing only the a" phase. These
changes were small compared with the discrete lattice parameter changes
associated with the first-order phase transformation.

DISCUSSION

'

From the lattice correspondences developed by Hatt,
the 7°+a1'
transformation would be expected to proceed according to the mechanism
depicted in Fig. 11. Shear on the (112) <111>(cubic indices) system
along with minor atom shuffles would transform the 7 O tetragonal lattice
to the monoclinic a'' lattice. When lattice parameters f o r the tetragonal

...
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Fig. 8. Variation of monoclinic
lattice parameters for the a" and -fO
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aged
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alloy.
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unit cell were converted to the corresponding monoclinic cell, it could
be seen that the phase transformation was accompanied by a decrease in
the a lattice parameter (-2.0%), an increase in the b pazameter (+2.7%),
no cxange in the^
parameter, and a decrease in the 7 angle (-3.9%).
The decrease in 7 corresponds to the transformation shear. The overall
lattice volume change was positive (+1.29%).
These figures were based upon measurements made in the initial
undeformed condition.
With increasing deformation, both Aa and Ab
increased, giving rise to an increasingly greater volume change. A t the
largest strain under load, the volume difference was a surprising 6.8%.
The lattice dimensional changes occurring at the interphase interfaces
accounted f o r some of the back stress resisting the forward transformation. The increasing volume difference between the 7O and u" phases
would be expected to increase the back stress, suggesting a strainhardening effect. This would add a positive component to the slope of
the easy-flow region of the stress-strain curve.
The source of the strength increase of the aged material over that
of the water-quenched material should probably be addressed at this
point. A s was suggested previously, the movements of interphase and
intervariant interfaces appear to be energetically similar, indicating
that the strength increase was not due to a large transformation backA s Vandermeer has pointed out, uranium-niobium alloys with
stress.
lower niobium compositions undergo strength increases as a result of
low-temperature aging, but they do not f o r m the stabilized 7 O phase. It
was suggested that the strength increase in the case of aged U-5.8Nb was
due to the interaction of moving intervariant interfaces with relatively
coherent aging clusters (12). In the case of aged U-6.5Nb, both intervariant and interphase interfaces could interact with aging clusters to
produce the increase in strength.
In containing a significantly smaller amount of a'' phase, Samples 1
and 2 differ f r o m Sample 3.
A visual examination of the diffraction
patterns of Samples 1 and 2 indicated that Sample 1 contained somewhat
less a" phase than Sample 2. These differences are probably not unexpected when the rapid variation in Ms near this composition is considered along with the differences in niobium composition among the
three samples.
The source of sample superelasticity is not known with certainty,
although these data allow some speculation. It was interesting to note
that elasticity seemed to be associated with interphase interfaces in
Sample 1 and with intervariant ut' interfaces in Sample 2. If we assumed
that all of the interfaces were highly elastic, then the elasticity
measured by XRD would depend upon the number of interfaces involved.
With either process, after sufficient movement had occurred, the
unstable phase or unfavorably oriented variant was consumed and interfaces were destroyed.' Thus, unless new interfaces were created (or old
ones recreated) on unloading, the recovery must have been less than that
obtained on loading. Apparently interphase interfaces were destroyed on
loading and not re-created on unloading at the higher strain values of
Sample 2.
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In Sample 1, few interphase interfaces were destroyed on loading to
1.8% strain so that the elasticity of the remaining interfaces combined
to produced a large phase reversion on unloading. Sample 3 showed relatively lower interphase interface elasticity even at lower strains. The
reason was that in Sample 3, with its higher initial ut' content, more
interphase interfaces were destroyed at lower strain values than in
Interestingly, the few interphase interfaces which
Samples 1 and 2.
remained in cycles 4 and 5 were not destroyed to any significant extent,
so recovery on unloading was almost complete. One possible reason for
the elasticity of the interphase interfaces in the fourth and fifth
cycles may have been the larger volume change necessary t o complete the
transformation at the higher strains.
The higher back-stress would
Additionally, the
increase the elasticity of the remaining interfaces.
remaining interphase interfaces may have been unfavorably oriented with
respect t o the uniaxial force vector so that the resolved shear stress
on the (112)<111>7shear system was small, and the resulting movement of
interfaces was also small.
The data f r o m Samples 2 and 3 indicated that after m o s t of the
interphase interfaces had been annihilated, deformation took place priThe low elasticity of
marily by movement of intervariant interfaces.
the interphase interfaces at the higher strains in this study w a s a
surprising result since in other alloy systems in which deformation
occurs by a martensitic transformation superelasticity was the result of
the retreat of interphase interfaces. Apparently, it was easier in the
U-6.4Nb alloy t o relieve the springback stresses by twining in the u"
phase than by nucleating To in those grains where interphase interfaces
had been annihilated.
This may be related to the fact that in the
water-quenched specimens, u" was more thermodynamically stable than Yo;
perhaps stress reversed the transformation behavior which had been
established by aging.
The sources of interface elasticity are not known with certainty at
this point. The association with the aging process is strong since the
intervariant interfaces were significantly more elastic in the aged conLibermann's model of twin
dition than in the water-quenched condition.
interface movement in the gold-cadmium alloy, Au-Cd, must certainly be
considered as a source of elasticity in the case of intervariant interface movement, as suggested previously.'
One potential source of some
specimen elasticity may be the highly anisotropic responses of the ut'
and Yo lattices to stress.
The small, continuous changes in lattice
parameters were similar to changes observed in both u" and Y? alloys
subjected to tensile deformation.'JZ0 The changes in the a"-Y angle
were much greater here than in the water-quenched ut' alloy of the same
composition'^^ (0.6' in the aged alloy, and 0.2' in the water-quenched
This may be related to lattice softalloy over 0%-3% strain region).
ening near the martensitic phase transformation. This phenomenon has
been associated with a number of martensitic phase transformations. *
The atom movements responsible f o r these continuous lattice parameter
changes were s m a l l compared with those abrupt changes responsible f o r
interface movement. The resulting springback probably made only a small
However, the anelastic
contribution to the specimen elasticity.
unloading response observed in mechanical stress-strain tests might be
related to a difference in the rate of relaxation between the lattice
and the interfaces, as suggested in Zener's model of a n e l a s t i ~ i t y . ~ ~

'
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CONCLUSIONS
In uranium-niobium alloys near the monotectoid composition, the
low-temperature aging-induced tetragonal 7" phase transforms to the
monoclinic u" phase via a thermoelastic, martensitic phase transformation when deformed near r o o m temperature. The transformation resulted
in a lattice volume expansion ranging f r o m 1.29% in the undeformed state
to 6.8% at 3.75% strain.
Reversible deformation in the aged U-6.5Nb alloy took place
primarily by the movement of partially elastic interphase and intervariant interfaces. The movement of interphase interfaces was a result
of the 7°-++,1'thermoelastic martensitic phase transformation while intervariant interface movement was initially associated with the preexisting
u" phase.
Once interphase interfaces were annihilated under stress, they did
not recover to a large extent on unloading. The elasticity exhibited by
the specimen was due mainly to the retreat of the remaining interphase
interfaces and to the retreat and possible creation of additional interA t the higher strains attained in this study
variant interfaces.
(3% - 4%), only the intervariant interfaces recovered significantly on
unloading.
Thereafter, reversible strain accommodation was associated
primarily with the movement of intervariant interfaces.
The anelastic
unloading response may be related to differences in the rate of
relaxation between the interfaces and the highly elastic, s o f t u" and 7"
lattices.
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